
Robert Smith
Backend Developer

Phone  (123) 456 78 99
Email: info@qwikresume.com

Website : www.qwikresume.com
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/qwikresume

Address: 1737 Marshville Road, Alabama

SUMMARY

To establish a long-term career in a company where I may utilize my Backend Developer 
professional skills and knowledge to be an effective Backend Developer and inspiration to those 
around me.

SKILLS

Git, Mongodb, Symfony, Linux, PHP, RabbitMQ, Javascript, HTML 5, CSS, IOS, Android, MySQL, 
Management , French, German.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Backend Developer
ABC Corporation  April 2014 – 2016 
 Developed a feature for teachers to mark Greek characters/sentences on ancient handwritten 

scripts and add the corresponding English translation to the selection, which can later be 
retrieved by students for identifying letters and learning the meaning.

 Helped lead backend development and engineering
 Designed and architected features from the ground up for a rapidly growing business
 Improved and contributed to current development and engineering practices
 Experienced with at least one database engine (ex. MySQL, PostgreSQL, MongoDB, 

Cassandra, etc.)
 Diversed knowledge of other programming languages is desirable but not required.
 Ensured any enhancements and requests are filled.

Backend Developer
Delta Corporation  2012 – 2014 
 Designed, implemented, documented, and successfully deployed warehouse integration code 

in Java (back end) and PHP (administrative front end) Wrote a.
 Synthesized a realistic benchmark for front-line web servers from statistical analyses of Nginx 

access logs Significantly reduced network bandwidth.
 PHP engineered, an awesome product - then website - for live bidding.
 Code sold to hundreds of users, project, and support closed.
 Redesigned and implemented a website that allows people to donate.
 The old version of the website is at Constructed the RESTful application using Node.js as a 

server-side language.
 As a back-end developer, working with the front-end team to ensure the backend server and 

database were accessed easily and precisely.

EDUCATION

GED
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